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Human sociality differs from that of other mammals in that only humans have 

generated societies whose complexity approaches and eventually surpasses that of social 

insects and colonial invertebrates (Wilson 2000[1975]). Within complex human societies 

individuals engage in a wide diversity of cooperative actions leading to joint outcomes. 

Many have studied how this level of cooperation has emerged in an evolutionary process 

based on competition. 

Various contributions in this book argue that the direct benefits of cooperation 

may be sufficient to maintain cooperative relationships (see also Clutton-Brock 2002). 

Direct benefits of cooperation, however, while relevant in explaining cooperative hunting 

or cooperative breeding, are less powerful in explaining cooperation in complex societies 

that have evolved during the last several millennia. In many instances, cooperation 

produces indirect benefits over time rather than immediate returns essential for physical 

survival. 

In fact, we can distinguish two classes of cooperation: (1) where a temptation to 

defect exists because the individual contributes more than it gains from its own 

contribution, and (2) where no temptation to defect exists. The second class of 

cooperation exists in processes where the sheer number of organisms acting together 

generates fitness advantages. In the terminology of modern economics, the second type of 

cooperation problem that individual organisms face is called a coordination problem. The 
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need for coordination to take advantage of group size is an important source for the 

evolution of sociality among humans and animals. In a coordination process everyone 

benefits more from cooperating with others than they contribute. 

While the second type of cooperation is largely explained by the principle of 

evolutionary adaptation between individuals and their evolutionary environment, the 

evolution of the first kind of cooperation is harder to explain. The Darwinian 

evolutionary principle assumes that organisms that do not maximize fitness will be 

weeded out by the force of evolution. At least on the surface, however, the kind of 

behavior that does not seem to maximize individual fitness is exactly the behavior that is 

needed for cooperation of the first kind to exist. The core question is why would an 

individual who contributes more to others than it receives survive in a competitive 

process. Even though the individual is better off when in a group of cooperating 

individuals than when in a group of non-cooperating individuals, the individual 

maximizes short-term returns when others cooperate and the individual defects.  

This chapter concerns the first type of cooperation among humans in situations in 

which the temptation to defect exists. In particular, we address how effective signals and 

symbols evolve to facilitate cooperation. One of the main puzzles in human societies is 

why costly cooperation is frequent among genetically unrelated people, in non-repeated 

interactions, and in the contexts in which gains from reputation are small or absent (Fehr 

and Gächter 2002). We argue that the ability of humans to use signals and craft symbolic 

systems facilitates cooperation in non-repeated interactions and stimulates the 

development of complex social organizations. This symbolic capability of humans is the 

key that differentiates them from nonhuman animals. Over time, the use of  artificial 
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symbols to establish, to convey, and to detect reputation, has brought forth the possibility 

of human cooperation on unprecedented scales. 

Throughout the rest of this chapter, we focus on cooperation of the first type -- on 

behavior that, at least in the short term, does not appear to be fitness maximizing or 

incentive-compatible. Cooperation can be viewed as a subcategory of altruism (as it is 

typically understood among evolutionary biologists as a kind of behavior). We use 

cooperation in a multilateral context. That is, in a two-organism interaction, for example, 

both participants should have the opportunity to confer payoff (fitness or welfare) to each 

other. The Prisoner’s Dilemma is the most famous example of the situation in which 

cooperation of this type may or may not exist.  In a Prisoner’s Dilemma, two players can 

cooperate or defect.  The payoff matrix of their choices provides the individual highest 

payoff when a player defects while the opponent cooperates.  Selfish rational players will 

therefore defect, while both will be better off when they both cooperate. 

Among animals, cooperation among non-kin has been mainly understood in terms 

of Trivers’ (1971) theory of reciprocal altruism. Reciprocal altruism requires repeated 

interactions among individuals with the capability of recognizing each other’s genetic 

programming or past behavior. Examples of cooperation based on type-detection and 

memory of past behavior are observed among fish, vampire bats, and chimpanzees (de 

Waal 1989, 1997; Kurzban 2003). Evolutionary game models of repeated Prisoner’s 

Dilemma (Axelrod 1981; Axelrod and Hamilton 1981) provide formal theories that 

support the evolution of cooperation generated by organisms using Tit-for-Tat type 

strategies. Later studies by Boyd and Lorberbaum (1987), Lorberbaum (1994), and 

Bendor and Swistak (1997) show that Tit-for-Tat, or any other pure or mixed strategy, is 
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not by itself ultimately stable. That is, there are always possible combinations of 

strategies that can invade a population composed of a single strategy. However, the 

researchers also note that, in terms of relative stability, Tit-for-Tat style strategies have 

the best chance of evolving. 

Among animals, it should be noted, the evidence of the supposed reciprocal 

cooperation is not as strong as the theories suggest (Stephens et al. 2002). The main 

reason seems to be the high discount rates of animals for whom surviving today is 

frequently what counts the most. In an ingenious repeated prisoner’s dilemma experiment 

using birds as experimental subjects, Stephens et al. (2002) find that only when a low 

discount rate is artificially induced do Blue Jays respond in a manner consistent with the 

Tit-for-Tat strategy. In sum, cooperation among unrelated animals is rare even in 

repeated situations when substantial fitness benefits from defection exist. 

Humans, on the other hand, show remarkably different cooperative patterns. 

Cooperation based on the reciprocity principle in repeated situations is ubiquitous, 

although not universal. Even when a prisoner’s dilemma is repeated in an experimental 

laboratory for a clearly pre-announced number of rounds, human subjects sustain 

cooperation until near the end of repeated game (for example, Selten and Stoeker 1986; 

Isaac and Walker 1988; Andreoni and Miller 1993; Schmidt et al. 2001). While these 

experiments show more cooperation than theories based on rational and egoistic 

individuals would predict, there is also evidence that infinite repetition does not 

necessarily guarantee universal cooperation.  

One possible explanation for more than predicted levels of cooperation in finitely 

repeated Prisoner’s Dilemmas but less than full, though still substantial, cooperation in 
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infinitely repeated Prisoner’s Dilemma is Frank’s (1988) account of the role of emotions. 

Frank argues that a substantial proportion of humans are emotionally committed to 

reciprocal cooperation. That is, they feel good when mutual cooperation is achieved and 

feel bad when defecting on cooperative partners or when others defect on them. This 

hypothesis is recently supported by neuroscientific research. Rilling et al. (2002) 

performed iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma Games, while one of the subjects was connected 

to a MRI machine. They found that mutual cooperation was associated with consistent 

activation in brain areas that have been linked with reward processes. On the other hand, 

humans, similar to some extent to the Blue Jays in Stephen et al.’s experiments, do not 

necessarily have the level of prudence required to resist temptation to defect even when 

defection is not a rational payoff-maximizing behavior. Therefore, the distinction 

between finite repetition and infinite repetition may be less useful in practice than it is 

viewed in economic theories. The preference for fair outcomes supported by emotions 

provides a consistent explanation for cooperation in single-shot or finitely repeated 

Prisoner’s dilemma as well as the less-than-full cooperation in potentially long-term 

relationships. 

Another characteristic of human cooperation that differs from animal cooperation 

is its scope, complexity, and flexibility. While eusocial insects also show fairly 

complicated social structures, their cooperation is mainly limited to genetically related 

individuals and to predictable patterns. Kinship still defines an important pattern of 

cooperation in humans. Human cooperation in modern times is, however, in spite of 

apparent similarities, qualitatively different from cooperation based on kinship.  
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First of all, at the individual level, the scope of partners with whom an individual 

cooperates expands far beyond kin or any genetically defined boundaries. Humans 

cooperate with strangers and build long-term relationships from scratch with non-kin. 

Even more distinctive, many humans cooperate with strangers with whom there is not 

much prospect for building lasting relationships. For example, during holidays or 

business trips, people give the waitress a tip in a restaurant to which they will never 

return. There is evidence that group-level differences in economic organization and the 

structure of social interactions explain a substantial portion of the behavioral variation 

across societies. In a study of 15 small-scale societies, economists and anthropologists 

found that the higher the degree of market integration and the higher the payoffs to 

cooperation in everyday life, the greater the level of prosociality expressed in 

experimental games (Henrich et al. 2001).   

Large scale is another uniquely human characteristic of cooperation, except for in  

kin-based insect colonies. While among nonhuman primates, cooperation is limited to 

dyadic relationships or small groups, humans, via complex social organizations, have 

achieved scales of cooperation reaching thousands and even millions of individuals. How 

do humans achieve cooperation of such scope and scale? That is the central question of 

this chapter. We answer the question by examining the roles of signals and symbols in 

human cooperation. The scope and scale of human cooperation has been made possible 

by the fact that a large proportion of, though not all, humans do not maximize fitness 

(biology) or material wealth (economics). In the presence of a substantial number of other 

humans, who are fitness (wealth) maximizers, how these non-maximizers survive the 

evolutionary processes is a major puzzle.  
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Our answer to this puzzle derives from two sources: signals and symbols. For 

humans, the evolved biological signals are grounded on neurological processes and, thus, 

not easy to fake. Further the ability of humans to detect those signals and to behave 

contingently based on the detected signals is the fundamental biological mechanism that 

supports human cooperation at a remarkable scope and scale. Further, cultural and social 

development creates secondary signals, some of which are properly called symbols.  

For those sharing a culture, cultural symbols frequently define what constitutes 

cooperation when there are uncertainties regarding the meaning of actions and inform 

people how to coordinate when there are many different ways of cooperating. 

Reputational symbols help individuals to detect one another and, thus, potential behavior 

during non-frequent encounters in situations where biological signals are not available or 

are unreliable. 

 

SIGNALS 

Signals are a means of communication. Wilson (2000[1975]: 176) defines 

biological communication as “the action on the part of one organism (or cell) that alters 

the probability pattern of behavior in another organism.” In this definition of 

communication, signals are the bits of information that emanate, voluntarily or 

involuntarily, from the sender and reach the receiver in ways that affect the receiver’s 

behavior. The role of biological signals in the evolution of human cooperation is 

discussed intensively by Frank (1988) who draws on Darwin (1873[1872]) and modern 

research on facial expression.  
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Imagine an individual in a one-shot sequential Prisoner’s Dilemma situation. 

Game-theoretic analysis of the situation based on an assumption that individuals are all 

selfish maximizers predicts that any individual will defect. Regardless of whether one is a 

first or second mover, the second obtains a larger payoff by defecting. The individual, 

knowing this, is predicted to defect.  

The available evidence does not strongly support this prediction. For example, in 

a set of three single-shot experiments using the same experimental protocol in three 

countries, Japan, Korea, and the United States (see Ahn et al., in press), between one half 

and two thirds of second movers cooperate in single-shot sequential Prisoner’s Dilemma 

when the first movers cooperate. On the other hand, when first movers defect, the rates of 

cooperation are 0% among the Korean and U.S. second movers and only 12% among the 

Japanese.  

Suppose that there are two types of players: egoists and reciprocators. While 

egoists are the selfish maximizers whose motivation and behavior fit the standard game-

theoretic assumptions, the reciprocators are intrinsically motivated to reciprocate 

cooperation with cooperation. The presence of reciprocators changes the game theoretic 

analysis. Again using backward induction, it can be shown that a first mover is better off 

by choosing cooperation when the second mover is a known reciprocator. 

The problem is, however, how does the first mover know that the second mover is 

a reciprocator? It would be unreasonable from the evidence available from sequential 

Prisoner’s Dilemma games to assume that everyone is a reciprocator. If the two 

individuals can talk to each other face-to-face, the second mover will probably try to 

convince the first mover that he or she would reciprocate if and only if the first mover 
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cooperates. Can the first mover trust the second mover’s promises? Economists use the 

term “cheaptalk” to describe a first mover’s promise and advise the second mover not to 

trust what is sent. In other words, talking to or looking at others is not viewed as a 

solution to a social dilemma. 

What if the physical symptoms accompanying the promise send reliable signals of 

the true intentions of those who make the promises? Biological signals, such as facial 

expressions, body language, eye movement, tone of voice, etc., can be reasonably reliable 

under certain conditions. At a fundamental level, the signals should be related to the true 

intention of the signal sender and not under his voluntary (willful) control. Other 

neurologically based spontaneous signals can serve the purposes as well.  

Frank (1988) and, more recently, Schmidt and Cohn (2001) provide the details of 

such mechanisms. Take facial expression as an example. Several categories of facial 

muscles are not subject to perfect, conscious control. They do respond to emotions and 

corresponding neurological processes. Suppose a smile is expected to accompany 

promises of reciprocation. Those who promise to reciprocate without actually intending 

to do so may generate smiles, but only by conscious efforts. The muscles used in a 

conscious effort to generate a smile are different from those muscle that are at work to 

create genuine smiles. A perceptibly different kind of smile is likely to be produced when 

an individual is self-consciously trying to smile. Or, if the sender of a smiling signal 

knows that “artificial smiles” are not good signals and thus is aware that the signal 

receiver is likely to detect the difference, those who are not intending to reciprocate may 

not even try to send such artificial signals. If this is the case, a spontaneous smile as a 

cooperative signal can be quite an effective means of achieving cooperation. 
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The most observable difference between genuine and artificial smiles is symmetry 

(see Brown and Moore [2002] for an extensive review of the literature on true and false 

smiles), but the signal receivers’ responses to genuine and artificial smiles are not under 

complete control of rational thinking. Brown and Moore (2000, 2002) conducted 

experiments in which symmetric and asymmetric smile icons were shown to 

experimental subjects. They found that subjects allocate more of their endowed resources 

to partners to whom symmetric smile icons were associated. The evidence is not however 

definitive. Eckel and Wilson (2003) report a trust game experiment in which subjects 

were shown an image of their counterparts projected on a screen. Four different images 

were shown including either smiling or neutral faces of male or female models. Eckel and 

Wilson report that even though the subjects revealed in surveys that they trusted smiling 

faces more than neutral faces, these responses did not correlate with the actual trusting 

behavior of the subjects. 

The theory of mind advocates (Baron-Cohen 1995; Byrne 1995; O’Connell 1998) 

present a similar account of the ways in which intentions of one person can be revealed to 

another person. The ability to reason about others’ ways of thinking, their intentions, and 

thus their likely behavior is a distinguishing characteristic of human cognition. A lack of 

the capacity for mind reading is the key symptom of autism that makes social life almost 

impossible. Among primates, chimpanzees show some level of mind-reading, compared 

to monkeys’ simple behavior-reading (Cheney and Seyfarth 1990). A substantial 

difference exists, however, between chimpanzees’ level of mind-reading intentionality 

and that of ordinary adult humans. Using Cheney and Seyfarths’s scale, chimpanzees rate 

at maximum a 1.5 level while humans rate at level 4 (Schmidt and Cohn 2001:188, Box 
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2). The theory of mind proposes, in addition to intentionality, eye-movements and shared 

attention as key mind-reading mechanisms.  

The existence of individuals who are internally motivated to reciprocate and the 

potential capacity to detect others’ types from physical signals jointly explain the most 

consistent finding of experimental research on social dilemmas -- that communication 

enhances cooperation (Ostrom and Walker 1991; Sally 1995). The problem that 

conditional cooperators face in social dilemmas is the uncertainty regarding whether or 

not a sufficient number of individuals would also cooperate. This is more than a problem 

of belief about others’ motivations. A conditional cooperator must also be confident that 

in addition to believing that there are many conditional cooperators in a particular 

situation, that other conditional cooperators also believe that there are many conditional 

cooperators, etc. 

When people talk to each other and their intrinsic motivations and intentions are 

reliably revealed to one another, the problem of gaining common knowledge regarding 

the proportion of reciprocators present can be reduced but not completely eliminated. By 

making commitments to cooperate, seeing that others also make such commitments, and 

observing that many of those who make such commitments appear to be trustworthy, a 

conditional cooperator can be convinced to do his share in a collective endeavor. Reliable 

signaling serves to facilitate cooperation, along with other cooperation-enhancing 

functions of communication such as sharing of information about proper ways to 

cooperate and developing group identity. 

Frank et al. (1993) reports a single-shot prisoner’s dilemma experiment where 

subjects were asked to predict their partners’ behavior. A group of three subjects were 
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given thirty minutes to talk to each other. The topic of the talk was not imposed, so the 

subjects could chat about anything they chose. In all of the taped discussions, everyone 

made promises that he or she would cooperate in the forthcoming game. After the 

subjects finished their thirty-minute face-to-face talks, each of them was led to a separate 

room and asked to predict the likely choices of the other two individuals in a Prisoner’s 

Dilemma game. Frank reports that 73 of the 97 subjects (68%) who were predicted to 

cooperate actually cooperated in the game. Further, 15 of 25 subjects (60%) who were 

predicted to defect actually defected. While this capability is obviously not perfect, it is 

better than chance. 

Kikuchi et al. (1997) classify subjects in a one-shot Prisoner’s Dilemma into high-

, medium-, and low-trusters after administering a pre-experimental survey. They test a 

hypothesis that high-trusters maintain higher levels of social intelligence and, thus, can 

more accurately predict the behavior of their partners. In their experiments, groups of six 

subjects participated in a thirty-minute discussion about garbage collection before they 

made decisions in single-shot Prisoner’s Dilemma games. After the subjects made 

decisions, they were informed of the identities of their partners and asked to predict the 

partners’ decisions. Kikuchi et al. report that the high-trusters predicted 12 of 16 (75%) 

cooperators and 10 of 16 (62%) defectors accurately. The accuracy of prediction among 

the medium- and low-trusters was significantly lower. 

Scharlemann et al. (2001) performed a laboratory experiment consisting of a simple 

two-person, one-shot sequential trust game with monetary payoffs. Each person is shown 

a photo of his/her partner prior to the game. The photos were chosen from a collection 

that included those smiling and those not smiling. They find that smiles can increase the 
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level of trust between strangers significantly, although other facial expressions are also 

likely to contribute to the cooperative outcomes. 

Mealey et al. (1996) find that human subjects have an enhanced memory of faces 

of cheaters. Black-and-white reproductions of photos of faces of Caucasian males were 

presented to the subjects together with a fictional descriptive sentence giving information 

about the depicted individual’s status (high or low) and character (related to 

trustworthiness). One week later they were shown a larger set of photos without 

descriptions and the subjects tended to recognize non-trustworthy agents more frequently. 

Oda (1997) conducted a similar study where photos represented partners in one-shot 

prisoner’s dilemma games. One week after the experiment, the subjects were biased to 

remember those faces that had been portrayed as defectors in the game. DeBruine (2002) 

performed sequential trust games where the subjects were shown faces of playing 

partners manipulated to resemble either themselves or an unknown person. Resemblance 

to the subject’s own face raised the expressed trust as a first player in the partners, but 

had no effect on being a trustworthy or reciprocating second player. 

Cosmides (1989) identified biased cognitive processes for identifying cheaters among 

a cooperating group. Cognitive neuroscience shows that social information is distinct 

from the processing of other kinds of information, and Stone et al. (2002) describe 

neurological evidence indicating that social exchange reasoning can be selectively 

impaired while reasoning about other domains is left intact. 

Another recent finding is that the amygdale, which lies within the cerebrum of the 

brain, is required for accurate social judgment of the facial appearance of others. 

Individuals with complete bilateral amygdale damage were not able to judge unfamiliar 
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individuals by visual cues, although this did not hold for verbal descriptions about 

unknown others  (Adolphs et al. 1998). Winston et al. (2002) found a neural basis for 

trustworthiness judgments using event-related functional magnetic resonance imaging. 

The neural activities used in trustworthiness judgment may relate to structures that 

process emotions, although it is not known what cues of facial expressions are important 

in the process of making trustworthiness judgments (Adolphs 2002).   

The existence of reliable signals and their roles in the evolution of intrinsic motives 

can and have been formalized by economists, generating models of cooperation that are 

significantly different from Axelrod’s earlier evolutionary models. The latter rely on the 

assumption that the Prisoner’s Dilemma is infinitely repeated. As the title of Axelrod’s 

paper  -- “The Evolution of Cooperation among Egoists” (italics added) – indicates, 

cooperation does not necessarily require that individuals are motivated by intrinsic 

preferences. One of the implications of the human ability to detect others’ types is that 

among egoists cooperation cannot really evolve under one-shot or finitely repeated 

dilemma settings.  

An indirect evolutionary approach, foretold by Frank (1987) and fully developed by 

Werner Güth and his colleagues (Güth and Yaari 1992; Güth 1995; Güth and Kliemt 

1998; Güth et al. 2000), provides ways to examine the evolutionary consequences in the 

presence of the players’ ability to detect others’ types with more than random accuracy. 

Güth and Yaari, for example, show that, in the context of a simple sequential trust game, 

trustworthy types can evolve to be a significant proportion of a population when players 

can detect others’ types with more than random accuracy. Ahn (2002) extends the model 

to a one-shot sequential Prisoner’s Dilemma setting with three preference types. 
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Populations with egoists and conditional cooperators can be stable under a reasonable 

parameter range of information and the temptation to defect. Janssen and Stow (nd) show 

that when simulated agents have the ability to learn to estimate the trustworthiness of 

others, cooperation with strangers in one-shot games can emerge.  

The indirect evolutionary approach is widely utilized by social scientists to 

provide the logic of viability of the preferences that are different from the rational, selfish 

preference typically assumed in standard economic modeling. In addition to the evolution 

of the intrinsic motivation for conditional cooperation, the indirect evolutionary approach 

can also model costly punishment, observed in a wide range of experiments (Ostrom et 

al. 1992, 1994; Fehr and Gachter 2002).  

 

SYMBOLS 

While signals have immediate, biological attachment to their senders, symbols are 

secondary, abstract signals constructed socioculturally. The word symbol is derived from 

the Greek word symbolon. In ancient Greece it was a custom to break a slate of burned 

clay into several pieces and distribute them within a group. When the group reunited the 

pieces were fitted together (Greek symbollein). This confirmed that the individuals were 

members belonging to the group. Two kinds of symbols are important in facilitating 

human cooperation: cultural and reputational symbols. We will focus on analyzing the 

construction of reputational symbols.  

Symbols in our usage constitute a subset of signals that are broadly understood in 

a population, we may call them symbolic signals. Others have used “signs” (Bacharach 

and Gambetta 2001) or signals (Feldman and March 1981) for the same purpose. Some 
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socioculturally constructed symbols closely parallel biological signals in that they are 

immediately observable characteristics of their carriers. They differ from biological 

signals in that their meanings are socioculturally constructed: tattoos and ties are 

immediately observable characteristics but they represent different meanings among 

Hell’s Angels and businessmen. 

Effective symbolic signals share the characteristics of the effective biological 

signals. That is, they are hard to fake. Bacharach and Gambetta (2001: 173-174) discuss 

an incident that one of them experienced at an Oxford college. A group of youngsters 

outside of the college building claimed that they were to have a seminar in the building, 

but were locked out. Since the college building hosted many valuable paintings and 

furniture, the author had to be careful about whether the youngsters’ claim was 

trustworthy. Bacharach and Gambetta proudly report that it took only a split second for 

the author to assess the trustworthiness of the youngsters’ claim using their manifest 

symbols. The likely symbols – glasses, books, clothes, etc., that Oxford graduate students 

usually carry – are familiar to an Oxford professor who knew that it would be very costly 

for an intending group of robbers to coordinate so that all of them manifested such 

signals. Those signals were effective in that specific sociocultural context in which the 

senders and receivers of the signals shared a common understanding of the meaning of 

those signals. The symbols that the professor detected from the group of young people 

would not have been effective in front of an entrance to a 17th-century Chinese Imperial 

library. 

Reputational symbols are often artificially devised summary information about 

past behavior and/or other qualifications of a person or a group. Reputational symbols are 
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essentially information-sharing devices, a solution to the collective action problem that a 

set of potential transaction partners of an individual or a group face. Viewed as an 

information-sharing mechanism, reputational symbols represent highly abstract, 

systemized gossip.  

Public documents, such as, for example, the information that Middle Age 

merchants could obtain from the Law Merchant (Milgrom et al. 1990), are a bridge 

between gossip and reputational symbols. Various types of public and private 

documentation that are available to the general public upon request or to a qualified set of 

individuals, such as visas, drivers’ licenses and credit cards, are repositories of 

information with varying levels of abstraction on the past behavior of certain actors.  

Reputational symbols are the most abstract and artifactually condensed 

information. Let us illustrate the meaning and roles of reputational symbols using the 

eBay feedback system as an example. The Internet creates a new kind of marketplace 

with greatly improved information capability that can overcome the limits of 

conventional markets. The problem of trust among buyers and sellers, however, has 

become a key obstacle in expanding the scope of online transactions. How can I, as a 

buyer, be sure that my credit card and other personal information will not be misused? 

Or, will the seller send me the merchandise at all? 

The eBay maintains a “Feedback Profile” that it describes as an “official 

reputation” for each of its users. The immediate form of the profile is a username/score 

pair, for example, in the form of “John (125).” This deceptively simple reputation 

symbol, when reflected upon, reveals how far humans have come to devise systems of 
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mutually beneficial cooperation, which at the same time protect the system itself and the 

trustworthy users of it from the potential invasion of untrustworthy exploiters.  

First of all, the username, as any name would, assigns symbols to individuals so 

that each can be identified to any number of others. Animals above a certain evolutionary 

stage are known to identify others as individuals and store memories specific to each of 

them. This can be done without language or any cultural devices. Humans, even without 

taking into account sociocultural mechanisms, have superb capabilities of recognizing the 

individuality of others through stored memories of appearances and voices. Naming is a 

step forward. Having each individual named provides further means to share the stored 

individual-specific information with others who have not had firsthand experience with 

the named person. 

Scores in parentheses in the eBay feedback profile are an even higher-level 

symbolic representation of the reputational information. They utilize the number system, 

which by itself is a very modern achievement in the long history of human cultural 

evolution. The eBay scores are constructed by aggregating comments from the 

transaction partners of an individual.  Comments are coded so that a positive feedback is 

counted as +1, a negative comment as -1, and a neutral comment as 0. Thus, John (125) is 

a symbolic condensation of the information that the person using John as the username 

has received 125 more positive comments than negative ones from the individuals with 

whom he has done transactions. 

There are potential shortcomings of any specific reputation symbols. For example, 

Malaga (2001) argues that eBay’s reputation management is problematic in that it 

aggregates all positive and negative feedback, leading to overly aggregated information. 
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There is a barrier to enter for new users as many avoid those sellers with a low reputation 

score. There is also a potential problem in the accuracy of one’s reputation since only half 

of the participants provide feedback on reputation (Resnick and Zeckhauser 2002). 

Despite these potential problems, the eBay reputation system works very well in practice. 

Resnick et al. (nd) show that a high reputation of a seller leads to about 8% higher prices 

in a controlled experiment with high and low reputation sellers selling the same products.  

While eBay-type reputational symbols can be rather simple to construct, other 

reputational symbols evolve over time by trial and error. Certificates and licenses also 

serve as reputational symbols that signify, in addition to trustworthiness, the qualification 

for certain performances. When established and trusted, the certificates and licenses 

expand the possibilities of mutually beneficial transactions. In the early years of the 

automobile industry in the United States, the considerable ambiguity due to the lack of 

standards was an obstacle for the industry’s further development. Far more manufacturers 

existed than there are today, and each firm produced by its own standard. The production 

quality differed, but consumers could not assess quality before they made the purchases 

and for some time thereafter. Rao (1994), in his study of the earlier times of the American 

automobile industry, reports that a series of racing contests organized by national and 

local newspapers served as a reputation-establishment mechanism as a result of the firms’ 

performance in those contests. Manufacturers’ recorded performances, certified by the 

newspapers as quasi-public institutions, were symbols of the performance of their 

products and affected the purchase choices of consumers. Eventually, the low performing 

manufacturer exited from the automobile market and high-performers remained in and 

developed more reliable standards among them. 
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The presence of socioculturally constructed reputational symbols, and systems of 

reputation in general, dramatically alter the behavioral incentives that social actors face in 

cooperative endeavors. Economists have traditionally assumed that all individuals are 

engaged in the rational pursuit of their own self-interest and have studied how various 

reputational mechanism affect behavior of such rational actors (Rubinstein 1979; Kreps 

et al. 1982; Fudenberg and Maskin 1986; Weigelt and Camerer 1988; Kandori 1992; 

Tirole 1996).  

Reliable reputational symbols, as economists have shown in various ways, induce 

cooperation by self-interested individuals. One of the implications of these studies is that 

with reasonably well-functioning reputational symbols, the behavioral difference 

between intrinsically motivated and extrinsically motivated types may disappear: with 

reliable symbols, self-interested individuals will cooperate out of their own selfish 

concerns, i.e., to reap the long-term benefit of sustained cooperation. Reliable symbols 

further assure the intrinsically motivated conditional cooperators that a large proportion 

of others will also cooperate. In terms of behavior and relative payoffs, therefore, the 

logical conclusion is that different types of players behave in a similar manner and obtain 

the same payoffs in the presence of a reliable reputation system. 

If we consider the possibility that many humans do not possess the level of 

prudence needed to behave rationally, a great deal of which involves resisting immediate 

gratification to assure future gains, it is not too unreasonable to hypothesize that the 

reputation systems do have different effects on different types. That is, while the 

intrinsically motivated cooperators may find it easier to resist the temptation to defect, the 

level of self-restraint that self-interested individuals need may be significantly higher.  
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Devising and maintaining reliable systems of reputational symbols involve 

collective action problems among many individuals. The eBay reputation profile depends 

on the users’ taking time to provide accurate inputs on their transaction partners’ 

trustworthiness. Symbols are in that sense a public good, like all language, which once 

provided benefits to everyone whether or not they contributed their time and resources 

for the establishment of the reputation symbols. 

Symbols evolve for diverse reasons. Over time, people learn to mimic the 

symbols and, thus, nullify their effectiveness. As symbols lose their effectiveness, the 

incentives to behave in a trustworthy manner decrease. Thus, the trustworthy users of a 

system of symbols find it necessary to constantly evolve the symbolic systems of 

reputation. The evolutionary arms races that are observed in the biological world also 

occur in the sociocultural world. And the quality of any reputational symbol as a public 

good may erode over time if substantial investment is not made in “policing” the use of 

the system. Recent events in American corporate industry (Enron et al.) have called the 

reputational symbols awarded by auditing firms into serious question. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The great potential of human cooperation is rooted in the evolved human 

biological capacity to use signals. This potential that is the foundation for all society is 

further developed by socioculturally constructed reputational symbols. Both signals and 

symbols are not just devices for cooperation but essentially serve as the mechanisms by 

which intrinsically motivated conditional cooperators can evolve to compose a large 
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proportion of a population. At the same time, neither biological signals nor sociocultural 

symbols work perfectly. They are both prone to errors and abuses. 

The scope and scale at which a society can maintain cooperative endeavors 

greatly affect the society’s destiny. In a world where the types of social interactions 

change so rapidly, it is important to craft sophisticated systems of rules and symbols so 

that society will not enter a Hobbesian world in which predation replaces cooperation. A 

world that becomes highly affected by the internet, terrorist networks and a global market 

for commodities faces immense challenges in developing reliable symbolic systems that 

allow trustworthy actors to detect each other to maintain human sociality. 
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